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Playing with "Pressure" 
How to Win Puck Battles on the Boards 

Everyone has heard the phrase hockey is a game of time and space. And that the team that controls the 
puck possession game generally wins the game. To win the puck possession game you better have a 
strategy on how to win puck battles along the boards in all three zones of the rink.  

The team that wins the battle of the boards is well positioned to win the puck possession game in any 
contest. This article explains the TLPF Hockey strategy and tactics to win puck battles along the boards. 

This document deals with even strength play, five against five. We believe the use of all five players as a 
unit to get Five Players in the Box applies to all three zones of the ice surface is one of the keys to 
winning puck battles and the puck possession game. The structure of five in the box can be effective to 
contain the puck battle and allow your team to win the puck control game but it is hard work. We divide 
the ice surface into six sections to show where these five player units must engage on the boards. 

Keys to Playing with Pressure on the Boards 

• Structure is essential to contain the puck battle to a confined space, 
• All five players in the box is necessary to support the puck defensively and offensively, 
• Outnumber on the puck is an essential tactic- never outnumbered, 
• Be in a "great" hockey position for maximum explosiveness, balance and being strong on your stick. 
• Effective body contact and control to win puck battles in tight spaces, 
• Effective use of the hockey stick in tight to the body and in full control, 
• Box out the opponent from the puck battle with the use of the player's body and the structure, 
• Every player must know their role and how to execute their role, 
• Hard work and courage is necessary to play in a confined area. 

Structure by Puck Location 

The following locations must be defended with the structure of Five in the Box: 
• Strong Side Corner DZ, 
• Hash Marks DZ, 
• Blue Line Attack off the Rush DZ, 
• See Rink Diagram - 6 Sections All Three Zones for other puck location possibilities. 

The Puck Battle Process 

• Get five in the box by puck location, 
• First player plays the body and creates puck separation, 
• Second player plays the puck or sets a passing lane if the first player secures the puck, 
• Three on the puck every opportunity - always outnumber never outnumbered, 
• Player above the puck and player below the puck on the boards to contain the puck battle to a confined 

space with middle ice puck support by two players, 
• Three on the puck, box out the opponent from the puck - control the middle of the box, 
• Two players off the boards covering middle ice set passing lanes and are active ready to receive a puck 

from the centre of the puck battle or react to containment issue, 
• Puck recovery and control is the goal with short touch pass movement to a teammate. 
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Strong Side Puck Location                                                                     Diagram # 1 Strong Side Corner Puck                                         

At TLPF we break up the ice surface into 6 sections to review 
the subject of Wining Puck Battles on the Boards. 

As you can see from this strong side corner puck location 
there are five defensive players in the box to win the puck 
recovery, puck control and exit of the DZ.  

The Five in the Box below the hash marks outnumber  5 
against three. The forward at the hash marks prevents the 
puck from coming up above the hash marks. 

D2 is positioned to support the puck defensively from the 
puck getting down below the goal line to the area behind 
the net. 

The opponent is boxed out of the puck battle. The 
structure of Five in the Box expands and collapses to 
support the puck battle and recovery. 

We encourage every team to practice exiting strong side 
off the puck recovery to trap the forwards down low and 
get an odd man rush offensively down the ice surface. 

Hash Mark Puck Location                                                                      Diagram # 2 Hash Marks Puck  

The structure of five in the box is evident in this diagram of 
a hash mark puck location. The Centre or F1 is on the 
puck, D1 provides puck support below the puck and F3 
provides puck support above the hash marks.  

We outnumber on the puck and box out the opponent from 
the puck battle within the box. 

The goal is to outnumber and be aggressive on the puck 
leaving no doubt who will win the puck battle recovery 
process and exit off the wall. 

There are different plays that can be run to exit off the 
hash mark puck recovery. Some teams will chip the puck 
past the strong side D and have F2 exit full speed out of 
the zone for the race to the puck. Teams should practice 
different exits off the recovery. 
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Blue Line One Stick Gap Control                                                             Diagram # 3 Blue Line Challenge                             
Defending Zone Entry                                     
                                                                                                                                        
Every team is encouraged to play ONE stick length gap control at 
their blue line on an Attack off the Rush. This is a pressure hockey 
play instead of backing up allowing time and space and easy 
entrance into your zone which will be problematic. 

In order for the strong side D to force the puck carrier outside the 
dots to the boards there must be back pressure (forwards back 
checking) and D2 support in middle ice. 

We encourage the same Structure of Five in the Box at the Blue 
Line to support the strong side D and recovery of the puck. 

Defending entrance into your zone at the blue line is a "Pressure 
Tactic" and a good hockey play. The play forces the puck carrier 
taking away time and space. The defensive puck support with five 
in the box makes the likelihood of a turnover and transition the 
opposite way possible. 

Stop your D pairing from backing up and giving away entrance 
into your zone. It allows offensive players time to join the rush. It 
also allows the opponent the ability to get the puck in deep and 
set up in your zone or possibly attack the net off the rush and get 
a play on your net. 

                                                                                                                      Diagram # 4 NZ Centre Ice Puck                                                        
Neutral Zone Puck Location   
                                                                                         
In the diagram you see the evidence of Structure and Five in the 
Box to support the puck recovery and control the puck battle.  

You should recognize three on the puck and the outnumbering 
tactic within the box. Puck support is evident below the puck and 
above the puck with middle ice protected by D2 and F3. 

The NZ Centre Ice puck battle along the boards should be 
practice with an exit off the boards.  

If you want the puck you have to impose your will on your 
opponent and make effective use of all five players on the ice 
surface. Box the opponent out of the centre of the puck battle. 

Playing body stick puck or stick body puck is essential. No stick 
checking or drive by will win you a puck battle.  

Teach each player their role and how to execute. We cannot 
emphasize enough being in a great hockey position. 
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Behind the Net Puck Location                                                               Diagram # 5 Behind the Net Puck 

      When the puck is behind your net you have to be less 
aggressive on the puck and more reactive however if an 
opportunity for D1 or D2 to play the body arises off a 
pressure read let them take it.  

Any time the puck carrier bobbles the puck, drops their 
head or turns their back on the defenders (pressure reads) 
we recommend being aggressive on the puck carrier. 

The Structure of Five in the Box is still in play with D1 an 
D2 protecting against a wrap around or walk out by the 
puck carrier. The Centre F1 controls the Net Zone and is 
ready for any forward or D dropping down into the slot to 
set a passing lane. F1, F2, F3 must be taught the swivel 
head technique as an essential element of defending the 
net zone with a puck behind the net. 

Teach your players the right hockey position and how to 
play defensive side of the puck and "Man You Goal" never 
allowing the opponent between you and the goalie. 

Lastly, teach your players how to use their stick, under the 
opponent's stick, tapping to keep their stick off the ice and 
remove their ability to receive a pass.                                                                                                                                                                             
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